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Summary 

The great importance of multidisciplinarity in the contemporary advancement of sciences and technologies was illustrated 
recently, in a spectacular way, thanks to the discoveries of cells that constitute a positioning system in the brain (the “GPS of the 
brain” as was transliterated by the media), honoured by the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. It is obvious that one of 
the fundamentals in Geodetic Sciences, the Positioning issue and of course the Mapping issue, is now penetrating the domain 
of Medical Sciences producing thus a new field of study and research in excellence. The geodetic fundamentals of positioning 
and mapping introduced in the world of medicine are now stimulating new research agendas in Cartography, the ancient 
companion of Geodesy, concerning e.g. the cognitive processes and impact-oriented maps. The discovery of the brain’s 
positioning system represents a paradigm shift in our understanding of how ensembles of specialized cells work together to 
execute higher cognitive functions, opening thus, new fields for understanding other cognitive processes, such as memory, 
thinking and planning. This very recent example of the important contribution of geodetic fundamentals in modern 
multidisciplinary research is relevant (even less spectacular as it is the paradigm from medicine) to some other fields of 
multidisciplinary research coupling geodetic methods and techniques, even the most classical of them, with humanities, as are 
the also recent cases of approaching the geometric content of old maps, which until recently were a lettered subject solely for 
historians of cartography and maps. The massive introduction of the digital stream in Humanities gives Geodesy and 
Cartography new challenges in proving that those ancient derivatives of human intellect are still here, down to earth, 
contributing even in the domain of the humanities, something almost inconceivable before. In my presentation honouring Erik 
Grafarend’s innovative and (why not) futuristic ideas (as it was e.g. the introduction of animation in visualising error propagation 
in positioning, back in the far-distant 1972 at Graz, where I met him for the first time) I will show how fundamental geodetic 
concepts, e.g. coordinate transformations, spatial deformation analysis etc, even in their first approximation, could offer 
significant advances in the study and interpretation of old maps, enriching the research in Digital Humanities (the importance of 
which was strongly posed in the last issue of the official journal of our visionary supporter, the Alexander von Humboldt 
Foundation) and showing that Geodesy is still fresh and productive not only in its very own domain or in the neighbouring 
mathematical and physical sciences, but also in many other important fields of human intellect, which were seen until now by 
geodesists as irrelevant or standing far away from their established thinking. 

*http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos 
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Digital Analysis of the content of 
old maps 

In this spirit, ten years after (February 2015), I am continuing the  
February 2005 “Variations on the same motive” with my presentation,  
in the… 

… on the 

Berlin, 13 February 2015 
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I am fully aware that, in hearing the title of the presentation…  

Digital Analysis of the content of old maps! 

…a first, spontaneous, thought of some groups of geodetic “orthodoxy” 
could have been this…    
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…it is Geodesy, 

!e ol"es but goo"es	
of it … 

But, if you think deeper (or are informed) then you realise that the issue… 

and indeed useful ! 

in the interdisciplinary thinking of Science and Technology, as it is e.g. 
related to Medicine, Humanities and other disciplines, where geodetic 
principles, practices and know-how are already, or could be, implemented 
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Examples:  

The 2014 Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine honors 
the discoveries of cells that 
constitute a positioning system, 
an inner GPS in the brain.  

These efforts are crucial for many 
research agendas in the 
cartographic community concerned 
with cognitive processes and 
impact-oriented maps. 
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For more, click here 

http://icaci.org/a-place-for-maps-in-the-human-brain/


Examples: 

The massive introduction of the digital stream in Humanities gives 
Geodesy and Cartography new challenges in proving that those ancient 
derivatives of human intellect are still here, down to earth, contributing even 
in the domain of the humanities, something almost inconceivable before. 

See, for a first contact with 
Digital Humanities 
the AvH periodical “Humboldtkosmos” 
No. 102, 2014  

… and, for a first contact with the Cultural 
Heritage association of history of 
cartography, mapmaking and maps in the 
context of Cartographic Heritage and its 
links with geodetic issues, like the 
- Geometric parametrisation of the old maps’ 
content 
- Projective properties of old maps 
- Deformation analysis providing clues on 
theories of cartographic history and 
mapmaking 
- ….. 
See:  

E. Livieratos: Cartographic Heritage  
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http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos/fil/Carto_Heritage.html


See, for more, in web-pages of the sister Society ICA and the relevant 
Commission on Digital Technologies in Cartographic Heritage 

International Cartographic Association 
ICA Commission on 
Digital Technologies in Cartographic Heritage  
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http://icaci.org
http://xeee.web.auth.gr/ICA-Heritage


The conceptual setting of Cartographic Heritage 

E. Livieratos, 50th ICA Anniversary, Berne 2009  More on the issue 
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http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos/fil/Carto_Heritage.html#Hertitage


The geodetic link in the contextual scheme of Cartographic Heritage  
in the domain of Analysis 

E. Livieratos, 50th ICA Anniversary, Berne 2009  More on the issue 
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http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos/fil/Carto_Heritage.htlm#Topics


The geodetic link in 
the ToR of the ICA 
Commission on 
Digital 
Technologies in 
Cartographic 
Heritage 

Web-page link 
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http://xeee.web.auth.gr/ICA-Heritage/terms.html
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Some relevant references on the issue of the geometric content 
of old maps 

For dedicated publications on the issue see the International Web Journal on Sciences and Technologies Affined 
To History of Cartography and Maps e-Perimetron 
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http://www.e-perimetron.org


16th c. Georgios Sideris 

Examples of applying geodetic methods and techniques in analysing 
the geometric properties of old maps and their spatial deformation – 1   

To see the relevant animation, click here E. Livieratos, 2006 
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http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos/fil/Carto_Heritage.html#Portolandeformation
http://www.e-perimetron.org/Vol_1_1/Livieratos_2/1_1_Livieratos2.pdf


17th c. Jan Vermeer 

Examples of applying geodetic methods and techniques in analysing 
the geometric properties of old maps and their spatial deformation – 2   

To see the relevant animation, click here E. Livieratos, A. Kousoulakou, 2006 
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http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos/fil/Carto_Heritage.html#Vs
http://www.e-perimetron.org/Vol_1_2/Livieratos_Kousoulakou/Livieratos_Koussoulakou.pdf


Examples of applying geodetic methods and techniques in analysing 
the geometric properties of old maps and their spatial deformation – 3.1  

Rigas Velestinlis 18th c. 

The implementation of geodetic methods (best-fitting coordinate transformations) and 
image processing (digital positive-negative transparency) lead, in 2008, to the discovery of 
the existence of two distinct versions of “Rigas Charta”, the 12 sheets monumental map of 
the Greek Enlightenment (1797), unknown to historians of cartography for 211 years 

E. Livieratos, 2008 
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http://www.e-perimetron.org/Vol_3_3/Livieratos_b.pdf


Examples of applying geodetic methods and techniques in analysing 
the geometric properties of old maps and their spatial deformation – 3.2  

Rigas Velestinlis 

The differences of the two 
versions of Rigas 
Velestinlis Charta (1797) 
detected using coordinate 
best fitting transformations 
(2008). A typical example 
of the use of geodetic 
methods in cartographic 
heritage 

E. Livieratos, 2008 

For more on the issue, click here 
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http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos/fil/Rigas_Charta_Versions.html
http://www.e-perimetron.org/Vol_3_3/Livieratos_b.pdf
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1602 Matteo Ricci 

Examples of applying geodetic methods and techniques in analysing 
the geometric properties of old maps and their spatial deformation – 4.1  

The masterpiece of early 17th c. cartography, the Chinese World Map by Matteo Ricci (1602). In 
red circle the representation of South America, proved to fit best the relevant representation in 
the Ribe(i)ro World Map (1527) as shown in the next images 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 
The issue presented in E. Livieratos’ invited lecture About East and West: the World Map by Matteo Ricci (1602-1604) at the American School of 
Classical Archaeology of Athens (ASCAA) - Gennadius Library, Cotsen Hall, 11 February 2014 

http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos/Img/Gennadios_Lect.gif


Ribe(i)ro 1527 Ricci 1602 
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Examples of applying geodetic methods and techniques in analysing 
the geometric properties of old maps and their spatial deformation – 4.2  

The issue presented in E. Livieratos’ invited lecture About East and West: the World Map by Matteo Ricci (1602-1604) at the American School of 
Classical Archaeology of Athens (ASCAA) - Gennadius Library, Cotsen Hall, 11 February 2014 



Ricci 1602 Ribe(i)ro 1527 

Examples of applying geodetic methods and techniques in analysing 
the geometric properties of old maps and their spatial deformation – 4.3  

The issue presented in E. Livieratos’ invited lecture About East and West: the World Map by Matteo Ricci (1602-1604) at the American School of 
Classical Archaeology of Athens (ASCAA) - Gennadius Library, Cotsen Hall 11 February 2014 
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http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos/Img/Gennadios_Lect.gif


Ricci 1602 Ribe(i)ro 1527 

Examples of applying geodetic methods and techniques in analysing 
the geometric properties of old maps and their spatial deformation – 4.4  

The issue presented in E. Livieratos’ invited lecture About East and West: the World Map by Matteo Ricci (1602-1604) at the American School of 
Classical Archaeology of Athens (ASCAA) - Gennadius Library, Cotsen Hall 11 February 2014 
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http://cartography.web.auth.gr/Livieratos/Img/Gennadios_Lect.gif


I my presentation honouring Erik Grafarend’s innovative and futuristic 
ideas, as it was e.g. the introduction of animation in visualising error 
propagation in positioning, back in the far-distant 1972 at Graz, where I 
met him for the first time, I showed how some of the fundamental 
geodetic concepts, e.g. coordinate transformations, spatial deformation 
analysis etc, even in their first approximation, could offer significant 
advances in the study and interpretation of old maps, enriching the 
research in Digital Humanities and showing that Geodesy is still fresh 
and productive not only in its very own domain or in the neighbouring 
mathematical and physical sciences, but also in many other important 
fields of human intellect, which were seen until now by geodesists as 
irrelevant or standing far away their established thinking! 
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Herzlichen Dank Erik! 
Alles Gute für unser Freund! 




